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This paper studies the WSN application scenario with periodical traffic from all sensors to a sink.
We present a time-optimum and energy-efficient packet scheduling algorithm and its distributed im-
plementation. We first give a general many-to-one packet scheduling algorithm for wireless networks,
and then prove that it is time-optimum and costs max(2N(u1)− 1, N(u0)− 1) time slots, assuming
each node reports one unit of data in each round. Here N(u0) is the total number of sensors, while
N(u1) denotes the number of sensors in a sink’s largest branch subtree. With a few adjustments,
we then show that our algorithm also achieves time-optimum scheduling in heterogeneous scenarios,
where each sensor reports a heterogeneous amount of data in each round. Then we give a distributed
implementation to let each node calculate its duty-cycle locally and maximize efficiency globally. In
this packet scheduling algorithm, each node goes to sleep whenever it is not transceiving, so that the
energy waste of idle listening is also mitigated. Finally, simulations are conducted to evaluate net-
work performance using the Qualnet simulator. Among other contributions, our study also identifies
the maximum reporting frequency that a deployed sensor network can handle.

Keywords: Wireless sensor networks, scheduling, algorithm, graph theory, energy efficiency, time
optimum.

1 Introduction

Wireless sensor networks (WSN) combine simple wireless communication in-
frastructure, minimal computation facilities, and various sensing units to form
a network in an unattended environment. A typical configuration for environ-
mental monitoring consists of one or more base stations, also called sinks, and
a large number of wireless sensors. These sensors periodically report data to
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the sink. In such a system, it is important to maximize data-gathering effi-
ciency, including both time and energy efficiency. For time efficiency, we need
to minimize the time for one-round fair information gathering from every
sensor. Notice that it is different from maximize the total amount of infor-
mation gathered in a certain time period in [15]. We want to see that each
sensor has fair chance to deliver data to sink in each round, so that the whole
environmental image is timely refreshed. Once any sensor node senses some
information from environments, the data should be able to reach sink in time
τ . Here τ would be a key design parameter for realtime environmental mon-
itoring applications. For energy efficiency, we want to put a sensor to sleep
(whenever it is not needed) to mitigate the energy waste of idle listening.

In past decades, the popularity of datagram networks triggered lots of re-
search efforts on the time-constrained packet scheduling problem [1–3, 8, 11,
12, 17]. It is to schedule a set of packets through a multi-node network in
the specified time period, assume every packet has a source and a destination
as well as a release time and a deadline. The basic assumption is that each
communication link can only deliver one packet at each time slot, but each
node may deliver or receive multiple packets through multiple interfaces. The
objective is to schedule the maximum number of packets subject to deadline
constraints. This problem is NP-Complete [2] even when the underlying topol-
ogy is a linear array. Approximation algorithms are also provided in [2] for the
linear array and the unidirectional ring. Extending this, [1] studies the time-
constrained schedule problem with weighted packets on trees and meshes, and
provides constant factor approximation algorithms for the bufferless case, and
logarithmic approximation algorithms for the buffered case. In [3], they con-
sider a network with arbitrary topology on which a set of sessions is defined.
For each session i, packets are injected at a rate ri to follow a predetermined
path of length di. Session paths may overlap subject to the constraint that the
total rate of sessions using any particular edge is at most 1. They address the
problem of scheduling the sessions at each switch, so as to minimize worst-
case packet delay and queue buildup at the switches. They show the existence
of a periodic schedule that achieves a delay bound of O(1/ri + di) with only
constant-size queues at the switches. This bound is asymptotically optimal for
periodic schedules. However, all of these scheduling algorithms cannot directly
apply to wireless networks. Compared with wired networks, wireless networks
have stronger constraints: at every time slot, not only can each link trans-
mit at most one packet, but also each node can communicate with at most
one neighbor (either transmit or receive). In addition, neighboring wireless
links may also interfere with each other. With these additional constraints,
the scheduling problem becomes more challenging in wireless networks than
in wired networks.

Energy efficiency is another key concern for environmental monitoring appli-
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cations. Once a sensor network is deployed, the sensors are expected to operate
for months, even years, since it is expensive or impossible to replace batter-
ies in some environments such as volcano monitoring. Each sensor is powered
by a battery, so they have limited life time. Previous research has identified
that idle listening is a major source of energy waste. Therefore, many stud-
ies [10,14,20,21] have proposed to reduce the duration of idle listening through
proper scheduling design. The S-MAC protocol [20] introduced synchronized
periodic duty cycling of sensor nodes as a mechanism to reduce the idle listen-
ing energy cost. Each node follows a periodic active/sleep schedule. If node A
wants to transmit a message to node B, it has to first learn B’s schedule, then
transmit it in node B’s next active time period. Hence the network will have
large packet delivery latency. Addressing this deficiency, DMAC [9] aimed to
optimize both energy efficiency and low latency in may-to-one communication
paradigm, i.e., data gathering trees, but it did not provide performance guar-
antees. Recently, a DESS (Delay Efficient Sleep Scheduling) algorithm [10]
was proposed to maintain energy-efficient duty cycling while reducing sleep
latency. They tried to minimize the communication latency given that each
sensor has a duty cycling requirement of being awaken for 1

k time slots on aver-
age. By carefully choosing multiple wake-up slots for each sensor, they proved
that the delay bounded d + O(k) for specialized topologies like the tree and
grid and a weaker guarantee of O((d+k) log n) for arbitrary graphs, where d is
the network diameter and n is the total number of nodes. ESRT [15] identified
that the wireless sensor network paradigm necessitates event-to-sink reliabil-
ity notion rather than end-to-end notion. They proposed congestion control
in sensor networks through experimentally adjusting the reporting frequency
of sensors. If the event-to-sink reliability is lower than required, ESRT adjusts
the reporting frequency aggressively in order to reach the desired reliability
level as soon as possible. If the event-to-sink reliability is higher than required,
ESRT reduces the reporting frequency conservatively to conserve energy while
still maintaining reliability.

Facing these challenges and inspired by previous works, the starting point
of our study is to identify the maximum reporting frequency of a given sensor
network, which is the threshold to maintain the reliability and avoid conges-
tions in the long run. To maximize both energy and time efficiency, we pro-
pose a distributed time-optimum packet scheduling protocol for a many-to-one
communication paradigm. In this protocol, each node knows when to send or
receive messages according to its own duty-cycle table, hence it can put itself
to sleep in the rest time periods. Consequently, given a data-gathering sensor
tree, our scheduling algorithm not only achieves the minimum sensor-sink de-
lay of fair data gathering, but also mitigates the idle listening, which is the
major energy waste in sensor networks. The rest of this paper is organized as
follows. In Section 2, we define the assumptions made in this study. Section
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3 presents an optimum scheduling algorithm to gather data from sensor tree
structure. It generally applies to both homogeneous and heterogeneous scenar-
ios. We then propose, in Section 4, a distributed algorithm for each node to
calculate its duty-cycle locally. In Section 5, we conduct primitive simulations
to compare our approach with previous solutions. Finally, we conclude this
paper in Section 6.

2 Assumptions

In this study, we make following assumptions:
Time Synchronization. None of the discussion about scheduling would

be relevant if there were not some mechanism to provide time synchroniza-
tion in the sensor network [10]. However, techniques [5–7] capable of providing
micro-second level synchronization have been developed for sensor networks.
Especially, TSPN [6] can be directly applied to a tree structure. In some ap-
plications, it is also practical to assume that the sink has enough transmission
range [15] to reach all sensor nodes, so that one broadcast is able to synchronize
every node.

Data Aggregation. We assume that the data aggregation is not used, and
all the raw sensing data need to be sent to the sink. This assumption is also
used in the literatures [9, 15] and can be justified in many applications. For
instance, in volcano monitoring application, various geophysical and geochem-
ical sensors are deployed to monitor different aspects of the environment. The
correlation between the data is low and not predictable. Even if the data ag-
gregation is used in a cluster, we can accommodate it by taking each cluster
as one virtual node.

Time Slot. We define a time slot as the duration for successfully trans-
mitting a maximum transmission unit (MTU). Thus a packet may travel at
most one hop in a single slot. The slot duration includes the retransmissions
if reliability is enforced. Certainly, the time slot duration is an experimental
parameter depending on many factors. No matter how large the slot duration
is, with small probability, a packet may not deliver in a slot. We will leave this
consideration for future work and concentrate on the scheduling algorithm
design in ideal situation.

Sink Tree. In an environmental application, the traffic pattern is typically
many-to-one routing and forms a data gathering tree [9] rooted at the base
station. In this paper, we call this a sink tree.

Our study will answer following questions: (1) Given a deployed sensor net-
work, what is the maximum reporting frequency f = 1/τ of each sensor?
Recall that f is a key design parameter [15] for sensor network planning. (2)
How to design a time and energy efficient protocol to deliver data from all
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sensors to sink in the time τ?

3 Time-Optimum Data Collection Scheduling

In this section, we investigate how to schedule packets from all nodes to the
sink with minimum time, assuming the tree is given and each node can com-
municate with only one neighbor at each time slot.

3.1 Homogeneous Data Collection Scheduling

In the homogeneous scenario, we basically assume that every node has the
similar amount of data to deliver to the sink in each round. In the following,
we simply assume each node has a unit data to deliver in each round and a
unit data can be successfully delivered to its communication neighbor in a
time slot. In other words, a unit data may be defined as a MTU (maximum
transmission unit) of the wireless networks. If the amount of data is larger
than MTU, the scheduling algorithm simply applies multiple times. Let T (u)
be a tree with u as root, and N(u) be the total number of nodes in T (u)
including the root. In the following, we first study packet scheduling in a
subtree whose root is not the sink, hereafter called Subtree Scheduling, then
propose a complete packet scheduling algorithm in a sink tree, hereafter called
Sinktree Scheduling. Sinktree Scheduling is to collect data from all sensors
in a sink tree to its root; while Subtree Scheduling is to forward all data in
subtree (including root) up. In other words, upon the completion of Subtree
Scheduling, all data in a subtree should have been forwarded up. To avoid
confusion, in this paper, when we talk about subtree, we always assume its
root is not the sink. Sometime, we emphasize subtree as Subtree.
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Figure 1. Several simple Subtree topologies.

We start by investigating the time-optimum scheduling in several simple
Subtree topologies. Let’s first consider a linear network where k + 1 sensor
nodes are deployed in a line, as shown in Figure 1(a). All nodes u0, u1, · · · , uk

need to deliver one unit data through the root u0 and up. Recall that a wireless
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node can either send or receive one message in each time slot, so either the
odd-level links {−−−−−→u2i+1u2i} or the even-level links {−−−−−→u2iu2i−1} can be active at
any time slot, but not both. Let the even-level links and odd-level links be
active alternatively, hereafter called wavelike forwarding, then the number of
data units along the line (or path) shows two alternative sequence patterns:
1, 1, 1, 1, · · · , 1, 1 and 0, 2, 0, 2, · · · , 0, 2. Using this schedule, each sensor data
needs 2 time slots to cross each communication link −−−−→ujuj−1. Hence, it costs
2k time slots to deliver the data from the furthest node uk to the root u0. In
addition, it takes another time slot to deliver the data from u0 to its parent.
Consequently, one round of data are forwarded up in 2k + 1 = 2(k + 1)− 1 =
2N(u0) − 1 time slots. Obviously, this is the time-minimum schedule for this
example.

Then, let’s consider a simple binary Subtree with t+k + r +1 sensor nodes,
as shown in Figure 1(b). The hop-length of path u0 ! ut, ut ! ut+k, and
ut+k+1 ! ut+k+r are t, k and r respectively. W.L.O.G, we may assume k ≥ r.
Similarly, ut costs 2k time slots to collect data from the nodes {ut+1, · · · , ut+k}
to ut and forward up, through wavelike forwarding. Notice that during the 2k
slots, ut and its up-tree ancestors are transmitting the received data up to
the node u0 at the same time. It is not difficult to imagine that, after 2k
time slots, the number of data units in the nodes set {ut, · · · , u2, u1} exhibits
the sequence pattern 1, 1, · · · , 1, 1. More importantly, at this point, all data
from the nodes set {ut+k+1, · · · , ut+k+r} should already be forwarded to the
node ut+k+1 through wavelike forwarding, since r ≤ k. In other words, node
ut+k+1 now holds r units of data, since node ut+k+1 never got a chance to
forward its Subtree data up. Recall that, during the first 2k slots, link utut−1

and ut+1ut are active alternatively. Hence, the sequence pattern along the
path u1, u2, · · · , ut, ut+k+1 is 1, 1, · · · , 1, r + 1. Then u0 need to take another
2(t + r) + 1 time slots to empty the Subtree T (u0). Consequently, the time-
optimum scheduling for this Subtree example takes 2k + 2(t + r) + 1 = 2(k +
t + r + 1)− 1 = 2N(u0)− 1 time slots.

In these simple cases, our algorithm is that: the Subtree root collects data
from its branches in the descending order of branch size. This is time-optimum,
since the data flow is continuously passing through the root, and we cannot
do better than this. Then the question is, for a complicated Subtree, what
should the time-optimum algorithm be? Let’s apply this to a more general
tree example in Figure 1(c), where we assume that k ≥ r ≥ p + q. Then
the largest branch of root u0 is T (u1). Hence, the data from T (u1) will be
first forwarded to root u0 through wavelike forwarding. Then the data of
T (uk+1), finally the data of T (uk+r+1). Notice that the Subtree root uk+r+1

applies this algorithm similarly, by collecting data first from T (uk+r+2), then
from T (uk+r+p+1). During the data gathering from the largest branch, other
branches should have collected all data to their branch roots. For example,
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when root u0 collects data from the branch T (u1), data in two other branches
T (uk+1) and T (uk+r+1) should be forwarded to node uk+1 and uk+r+1 respec-
tively at the same time. Only the link −−−−→uk+1u0 and −−−−−−→uk+r+1u0 is blocked. In
this special example, observant readers might notice that, when the branch
u0, u1, · · · , uk is active, the link −−−−−−→uk+r+1u0 has to be blocked. Hence the two
sub-branches of uk+r+1 may be active alternatively in every two time slots,
instead of one after another as described above. This indeed speeds up the data
collection in Subtree T (uk+r+1). However, the overall time-efficiency does not
improve. The reason is that eventually we still must conduct wavelike forward-
ing from uk+r+1 (with p + q units data) to u0, which costs same amount of
time as to conduct wavelike forwarding from uk+r+p+q through uk+r+1 (with
p units data) to u0. The disadvantage of this speed-up approach is that uk+r+1

needs more buffers to hold temporary data. In any case, it takes at least
2(k + r +p+ q)+1 = 2(k + r +p+ q +1)−1 = 2N(u0)−1 time slots to empty
the Subtree T (u0). Our algorithm for Subtree scheduling is formally described
as follows.

u1u 2u

0u

t

Figure 2. Illustration of a general tree topology.

Algorithm 1 Time-optimum Subtree Scheduling
Let T (u0) be the Subtree and nodes u1, u2, · · · , ut be the direct children of

root u0, as shown in Figure 2. W.L.O.G, assume N(u1) ≥ N(u2) ≥ · · · ≥
N(ut). Root u0 forwards the data from each Subtree T (uj) up, through wave-
like forwarding, in the descending order of Subtree size. In other words, first
from T (u1), then T (u2), until T (ut), one after another. During the data col-
lection from the branch T (uj)(1 ≤ j ≤ t), all the other links to root, e.g.−−→uku0(k 6= j), are blocked. The algorithm applies recursively in each branch
Subtree.

In terms of time efficiency, the order of Subtree actually does not matter.
However, our order-descending approach in algorithm 1 may reduce the max-
imum buffer size in practice.

Lemma 3.1 Algorithm 1 takes 2N(u0) − 1 time slots to forward all data in
Subtree T (u0) up.
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Proof We will prove this by inductions. First, if N(u0) = 1, i.e., only one node,
obviously, it takes 1 = 2 × 1 − 1 unit time to forward data up. Then assume
that for each branch T (ui) (1 ≤ i ≤ t) of Subtree T (u0), ui takes 2N(ui) − 1
to forward all data to u0. W.L.O.G, N(u1) ≥ N(u2) ≥ · · · ≥ N(ut). After
node u1 forwards its Subtree data up in 2N(u1) − 1 time slots, any other
Subtree’s root ui should have already collected N(ui) units of data which will
take another 2N(ui) time slots to pass through u0. Consequently, the total
time cost is 2N(u1)− 1 + 2N(u2) + · · ·+ 2N(ut) = 2N(u0)− 1. This finishes
the proof. ¤

Lemma 3.2 Any Subtree scheduling for Subtree T (u0) costs at least 2N(u0)−1
time slots.

Proof Obviously, any sensor data (except the root itself) in the tree needs to
take at least 2 time slots to pass through the root u0: one time unit to reach
u0, one time unit to reach u0’s parent. Hence N(u0)− 1 data units in the tree
need to cost at least 2(N(u0)− 1) time slots to pass through its root, plus one
time unit to forward the root’s own data up. The total time cost is then at
least 2N(u0)− 1. ¤

According to Lemma 3.1 and Lemma 3.2, we have the following theorem:

Theorem 3.3 Algorithm 1 is a time-optimum scheduling for Subtree data
collection scheduling.

For Sinktree scheduling , i.e., the root is sink, the situation is a bit different.
Sink’s two branches can be active alternatively in continuous time slots, be-
cause sink itself is the final destination and does not need to forward data up.
Adopt the basic part of algorithm 1 and consider the differences, we propose
the Sinktree Scheduling algorithm as follows:

Algorithm 2 Time-optimum Sinktree Scheduling Let T (u0) be the sink
tree and nodes u1, u2, · · · , ut be the direct children of root u0, as shown in
Figure 2. W.L.O.G, assume N(u1) ≥ N(u2) ≥ · · · ≥ N(ut) and N(u1) =∑k

i=2 N(ui) + x, here k ≥ 2 and x ≥ 0. Two stages:

(1) Root u0 alternatively collects data from the Subtree T (u1) and one of the
Subtrees {T (u2), · · · , T (uk), T x(uk+1)} in descending order until T (u1) is
empty. Here T x(uk+1) denotes x data units in T (uk+1). In each Subtree
T (ui) (i ∈ [1, t]), the Subtree Scheduling algorithm (Algorithm 1) applies
to collect its downstream data to root ui or up. At the end of this stage,
the Subtrees T (u1), · · ·T (uk) are empty, while other Subtrees T (ui)(i > k)
have remaining data in their roots ui.

(2) Then if k < t, root u0 continuously collects the remaining data from the
rest of the branches {T (uk+1), · · · , T (ut)} until all the data are collected
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in one round.

Basically, the sink collects data from several largest branches alternatively,
then collects data from the rest of the branches continuously one after another.

Theorem 3.4 Given a sink tree T (u0), with the largest branch T (u1), Algo-
rithm 2 takes max(2N(u1)− 1, N(u0)− 1) time slots to collect all the data in
the sensor network. It is a time-optimum Sinktree scheduling algorithm.

Proof Let’s first calculate the time cost in two stages of Algorithm 2:

(1) In the first stage, each branch actually applies Algorithm 1 to collect
data, hence each takes 2N(ui) − 1 time slots to empty a Subtree or to
collect all data to a Subtree root. Since N(u1) =

∑k
i=2 N(ui) + x, upon

the completion of first stage, the set of trees {T (u1), · · · , T (uk)} should
be empty, while the rest of the branches {T (uk+1, · · · , T (ut)} have all (or
the rest) of the data in their roots. The first stage takes 2N(u1)− 1 time
slots. Obviously, if k = t or t = 1, the second stage does not apply, then
the total time cost is 2N(u1)− 1.

(2) If the second stage applies, all the data left has already reached the roots
of branches {T (uk+1, · · · , T (ut)}. In other words, root uk+1 has N(uk+1)−
x + 1 units of data, while the rest of the branch root ui(i > k + 1) has
N(ui) units of data. Hence, the second stage will take another (N(uk+1)−
x+1)+

∑t
i=k+2 N(ui) time slots to continuously forward all data to sink.

Then, the total time cost would be (2N(u1) − 1) + (N(uk+1) − x + 1) +∑t
i=k+2 N(ui) =

∑t
i=1 N(ui) = N(u0)− 1, which equals the total number

of sensors in the network.

Hence, Algorithm 2 takes max(2N(u1)− 1, N(u0)− 1) time slots to collect all
the data in the sensor network.

To prove it is optimum, we need to identify two cases:

(1) Case 1: N(u1) >
∑t

i=2 N(ui). According to Lemma 3.2, the branch root
u1 takes at least 2N(u1) − 1 time slots to forward its data to the sink
u0, not even considering the time cost for sink to collect data from other
branches. Hence, in this case, the minimum time cost is 2N(u1)−1, which
is equal to max(2N(u1)− 1, N(u0)− 1).

(2) Case 2: N(u1) ≤
∑t

i=2 N(ui). Even if the sink can receive data at every
time slot as the best possible, then the minimum time cost is N(u0) −
1, which equals the number of sensors in network. Obviously, no other
methods can spend less time than this. Hence, in this case, the minimum
time cost is N(u0)− 1, which is equal to max(2N(u1)− 1, N(u0)− 1).

Consequently, max(2N(u1) − 1, N(u0) − 1) is the minimum time cost of any
packet scheduling in a sink tree. In other words, Algorithm 2 is a time-
minimum solution for wireless sink-tree scheduling. ¤
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Recall the questions in section 2. Now, we are able to identify that one
round reporting interval τ must be larger than max(2N(u1) − 1, N(u0) − 1)
time slots. Otherwise, a fair and realtime data collection from the environment
is impossible.

Among other contributions, our study gives a suggestion on how to deploy
sensor networks so that it can support time-optimum data gathering: given
a certain number of nodes, max(2N(u1) − 1, N(u0) − 1) is minimized when
2N(u1) ≤ N(u0). In other words, the largest Subtree branch of a sink should
have no more than half the number of nodes.

3.2 Heterogenous Data Collection Scheduling

In the previous subsection, we assume that all sensors collect a similar amount
of data in each round. Considering the heterogeneous scenario, where each
node either senses different amounts of data or has a different reporting fre-
quency, we can easily extend the proposed scheduling algorithm. For a sensor
node u generating bu bits data per round, we can take it as a node with
du = d bu

MTU e units of data. In Algorithm 2, instead of using N(u), we replace
it with DN(u) =

∑
v∈T (u) dv, i.e., the total number of data units in the Subtree

T (u). Except this modification, Algorithm 2 can similarly apply here: collect
data from branches in size descending order.

Theorem 3.5 Given a sink tree T (u0) with t branches T (u1), · · · , T (ut),
W.L.O.G., we assume DN(u1) ≥ DN(u2) ≥ · · · ≥ DN(ut). Algorithm 2
takes max(2DN(u1)− du1 +

∑t
i=2(dui

− 1), DN(u0)− 1) time slots to collect
all data to sink. It is time-optimum scheduling.

Proof For each sensor ui with dui
data units, we generate m = dui

virtual-
sensors {u1

i , u
2
i , · · · , um

i } with one data unit each, as illustrated in Figure 3.
Among them, u1

i replaces ui to connect all its original children {ui+1} and
parent ui−1, and each virtual sensor uj

i (j ∈ [2,m]) becomes the new children
of ui−1.

Let’s first assume all direct children of a sink have only one unit of data.
Then, it is not difficult to calculate that Algorithm 2 takes max(2DN(u1) −
1, DN(u0) − 1) time slots to collect all the data in the sensor network, since
each sensor ui in Figure 3(a) can be converted to dui

virtual sensors and each
virtual-sensor in the new tree has the same amount of data. Then Theorem
3.4 applies directly. The time efficiency is equivalent between the original tree
and the new virtual tree.

In a general case, each child ui(1 ≤ i ≤ t) of a sink also has dui
≥ 1

units of data. We may convert this scheduling to two steps: first collect each
branch’s data including only one unit of data of branch-root ui, then collect
the remaining data of ui. Similarly, the first step costs time max(2(DN(u1)−
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du1 + 1) − 1, DN(u0) −
∑t

i=1(dui
− 1) − 1). And, obviously, the second step

costs
∑t

i=1(dui
− 1). Consequently, the total time cost is max(2(DN(u1) −

du1 +1)− 1, DN(u0)−
∑t

i=1(dui
− 1)− 1)+

∑t
i=1(dui

− 1) = max(2DN(u1)−
du1 +

∑t
i=2(dui

− 1), DN(u0)− 1).
The proof for time optimum is similar to that in the homogeneous case, since

Algorithm 2 enables continuous data flow to sink in each time slot whenever
possible. We omit the details due to the space limit. ¤

u

i+1u

iu

i−1 u

iu 1

iu 2
iu m

i+1u

i−1

(a) (b)
Figure 3. Convert a sensor with m-data unit to m virtual sensors with 1-data unit each.

Theorem 3.5 also says that max(2DN(u1)−du1 +
∑t

i=2(dui
−1), DN(u0)−1)

is minimized when 2DN(u1) − du1 +
∑t

i=2(dui
− 1) ≤ DN(u0) − 1. In other

words, to enable the most time efficient data gathering, the sink’s largest
Subtree branch should not generate more than half the amount of the data
each round.

As we see above, our scheduling algorithm is fundamentally the same for
both homogeneous and heterogeneous scenarios. Due to the space limit, in the
following section 4, we give the design for a homogeneous scenario only.

4 Distributed Implementation of Data Collection Scheduling

In the previous section, we proposed a time-optimum scheduling algorithm to
collect data from sensor networks. In this section, we give distributed algo-
rithms for sink tree formation, slot assignment, and duty-cycle calculations.
Several data structures are maintained by each sensor u for these algorithms:

(1) Depth denotes u’s hop-distance to the sink, or the tree level in the final
sensor tree topology. The variable is initialized as infinity (e.g. 65535).

(2) TreeSize denotes the size of the Subtree with u as root. The variable is
initialized as 1.

(3) SlotNo denotes u’s active time slot number, in which it may transmit
a message to the parent. In our implementation, the time slot number
is either 0 or 1 (i.e., either even or odd). In other words, if node u’s
SlotNo = 1, then node u can only send message in odd slots in normal
situation. Unlike other scheduling algorithms, where each node needs to
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maintain a table of assigned slots, here, each node only needs to remember
odd or even slots.

(4) ParentID denotes u’s parent ID in the final tree topology, which is ini-
tialized as −1.

(5) ID denotes u’s own ID.
(6) ChildrenInfoList{(ID, Size)} is a list containing all of u’s children IDs

and corresponding Subtree sizes. The list is sorted in descending order of
Subtree size.

(7) BrotherInfoList{(ID, Size)} is a a list containing all of u’s brother
IDs(including itself) and corresponding Subtree sizes. The list is sorted
in descending order of Subtree size. It is the same as parent’s children info
structure.

(8) StartSendT ime denotes the start time slot in each round when u can
begin to send messages.

4.1 Sink Tree Formation Algorithm

In the tree-formation algorithm, each node carefully chooses the determined
neighbors with minimum depth in the tree as the parent candidates, among
them it selects the candidate with the minimum distance to itself. This selec-
tion is due to several considerations:

(1) First, choosing a minimum-depth parent guarantees a minimum-hop path
from each sensor to the sink. As shown in section 2, if we count the message
transmissions (sending and receiving) as the major energy consumption
in sensor networks, each message should transmit as few hops as possible.
On the other hand, following the minimum-hop path to the sink reduces
the possibility of message corruption.

(2) Second, among the minimum-depth parent candidates, each node chooses
the one with minimum distance to itself. This is carefully designed to re-
duce the interference between neighbor communication links, as explained
in section 4.3.

We give the detail implementation in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Sink Tree Formation

(1) Initially, each sensor node marks itself as Idle status and listens for
messages. Sink activates the sensor network by broadcasting an Init-
Tree(` = 0, srcID = ID, parentID = −1, oldParentID = −1) message.

(2) Once a sensor node u receives an InitTree(`′, srcID′, parentID′,
oldParentID′) message:
a) If `′ + 1 < Depth, or `′ + 1 = Depth and srcID′ has stronger signal

strength than current parent candidate ParentID, then node u up-
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dates (or keeps) itself to Initializing status by setting oldParentID =
ParentID, ParentID = srcID′ and Depth = `′ + 1, and broad-
casts an InitTree(` = Depth, srcID = ID, parentID = ParentID,
oldParentID) message.

b) If parentID′ = ID and srcID′ is not in the list ChildrenInfoList,
then node u updates TreeSize = TreeSize + 1 and adds srcID′ into
its ChildrenInfoList. In other words, this is a message from a new
joining child.

c) If oldParentID′ = ID 6= parentID′ and srcID′ is in the list
ChildrenInfoList, then node u updates TreeSize = TreeSize − 1
and removes srcID′ from its ChildrenInfoList. In other words, this
is a message from a leaving child.

d) Otherwise, the message is simply discarded.
(3) If a sensor node u is in Initializing status with TreeSize = 1 and does

not hear any message from children in T time period (which is a cus-
tomized parameter, e.g., 30 seconds), it will assume itself as a leaf node and
send a message NotifySizeT(srcID = ID, subtreeSize = TreeSize) to
its parent.

(4) Once a node u receives a message NotifySizeT(srcID′, subtreeSize′)
from its child srcID′ for the first time, it updates TreeSize = TreeSize+
subtreeSize′ − 1 and records the child’s info (srcID′, subtreeSize′)
into ChildrenInfoList. Once u gets NotifySizeT messages from all
nodes in its ChildrenInfoList, it sends a NotifySizeT(srcID = ID,
subtreeSize = TreeSize) to its parent.

If node u is the sink, the Tree-Formation phase is completed and the
sink will immediately start Slot-Assignment Phase.

After the tree formation algorithm completes, each node should learn its
parent and children list, as well as its Subtree size. Recall that for seeking
simplification in the rest of paper, this algorithm is prototyped for the homo-
geneous data gathering needs. As pointed out in section 3.2, in a heterogeneous
scenario, we only need to redefine the Subtree size as the number of data units
in the Subtree, while keeping everything else almost same in this algorithm.

4.2 Slot Assignment and Packet Scheduling Duty-Cycle

To enable wavelike forwarding in sink trees, in this subsection, we present a
slot-assignment algorithm and the calculation of each node’s status-duration
cycle table. The slot-assignment algorithm works as following: assign the links
on the sink’s largest branch with time-slot number in sequence 0, 1, 0, 1, · · ·
(i.e., even, odd, even, · · · ), while assigning the links on all the other branches
with time-slot number in sequence 1, 0, 1, 0, · · · , as illustrated in Figure 4.
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During the assignment, each node also stores the necessary information to
identify its own class and calculates its status-duration cycle table.
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Figure 4. Example time slot assignment.

Algorithm 2 Slot-Assignment and Duty-Cycle Calculation

Table 1. Status-Duration Cycle of Different Class Nodes

Status Duration

Class-A Node Duty-Cycle
Active T1=2*TreeSize
Sleep T2=τ - T1

Class-B Node Duty-Cycle
Receiving T1=2*TreeSize-2
Sleep T2=StartSendTime - 2*TreeSize +2
Sending1 T3=2*TreeSize
Sleep T4=τ - T1-T2-T3

Class-C Node Duty-Cycle
Receiving T1= 2*TreeSize-2
Sleep T2= StartSendTime - 2*TreeSize +2
Sending1 T3=max(0, 2*diffSize)
Sending2 T4=TreeSize - max(0, diffSize)
Sleep T5=τ - T1-T2-T3-T4

(1) Sink broadcasts a InitSlot(infoList = ChildrenInfoList) message to
all its direct children in the sensor tree.

(2) Once a sensor node u receives the InitSlot(infoList′) message from the
sink, it stores this list to BrotherInfoList and:
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a) If ID = BrotherInfoList[0].ID, i.e., its Subtree is the largest branch,
then it assigns SlotNo = 0, StartSendT ime = 0 and marks itself as a
Class-A node.

b) If ID = BrotherInfoList[1].ID, i.e., its Subtree is the 2nd largest
branch, then it assigns SlotNo = 1, StartSendT ime = 0, and marks
itself as a Class-A node.

c) Otherwise, it assigns SlotNo = 1 and StartSendT ime =
2 ∗ ∑k−1

i=1 BrotherInfoList[i].Size, where k is u’s index in
BrotherInfoList. In addition, u may calculate diffSize =
BrotherInfoList[0].Size−∑k−1

i=1 BrotherInfoList[i].Size and
• If diffSize ≥ TreeSize, it marks itself as a Class-B node.
• Otherwise, it marks itself as a Class-C node.

After that, node u broadcasts a AnnounceSlot(infoList =
ChildrenInfoList, t = SlotNo) message to its children.

Table 2. Node’s action in different status

Active Receiving Sending1 Sending2 Sleep

SlotNo sendto(parent) sleep sendto(parent) sendto(parent) sleep

1-SlotNo rcvfrom(child) rcvfrom(child) sleep sendto(parent) sleep

(3) Once a sensor node u receives the AnnounceSlot(infoList′, t′) message
from its parent, it stores this list to BrotherInfoList, assigns SlotNo =
1− t′ and:
a) If ID = BrotherInfoList[0].ID, then it assigns StartSendT ime = 0

and marks itself a Class-A node.
b) Otherwise, it assigns StartSendT ime = 2 ∗∑k−1

i=0 BrotherInfoList[i].Size, where k is u’s index in
BrotherInfoList. Then it marks itself a Class-B node.

After that, it broadcasts a AnnounceSlot(infoList =
ChildrenInfoList, t = SlotNo) message to its children.

(4) Finally, each node calculates its duty cycle according to its class (A, B
or C), as shown in Table 1. The definition of each status is in Table
2.For instance, a node in Active status may send and receive packets in
alternative time slots.

For packet scheduling, different class nodes simply follow the correspond-
ing duty cycles as defined in Table 1. These status-duration cycles are cal-
culated by each node locally based on the Algorithm 2, hence the global
time-optimum data gathering is guaranteed. For example, Class-B node sim-
ply follows the Status(Duration) sequence: Receiving(T1) → Sleep(T2) →
Sending1(T3) → Sleep(T4) in each round. In these status-duration cycle
tables, the variable τ denotes the time interval between the start of adjacent
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rounds of data collection, i.e., the inverse of user-configured sensor sampling
frequency. Theorem 3.4 has shown that an optimum scheduling needs to take
at least max(2N(u1) − 1, N(u0) − 1) time slots. Hence τ cannot be smaller
than this, otherwise, some data must be lost or delayed during data gathering
procedure.

4.3 Combinatorial Optimization to Minimize Interference

In this section, we briefly discuss potential techniques to minimize the inter-
link interferences. Wireless communication is based on broadcasted signals,
so two neighbor links may cause interference with each other. Assume that
each node shrinks its transmission range to sufficiently reach its parent node
during packet scheduling , we may categorize the relationship between links
(according to level difference) in a tree topology (Figure 5(a)) as following:

(1) Two links with 0-level difference, i.e., they are in the same-level. In this
case, the interference can only occur if the two links do not have a common
parent and the ACK messages are used, e.g., the ACK messages, from ui+1

to ui+2 may collide with the ACK messages from wi+1 to wi+2 at either
ui+2 or wi+2. We call it Diff-0-ACK interference.

(2) Two links with 1-level difference. Interference occurs when both links are
active at either odd-number or even-number slot. This happens only if one
link is in the largest branch of sink, while the other is not. For example,
if ui is the sink and ui−1 does not exist in Figure 5(a), then ui+1ui and
wi+2wi+1 are possibly active in same slot. The message from ui+1 to ui

may collide at wi+1 with the message from wi+2 to wi+1. We call it Diff-1
interference.

(3) Two links with 2-level difference, e.g., uiui−1 and ui+2ui+1. If ‖uiui−1‖ >
‖ui+1ui‖, the message from ui to ui−1 may collide at node ui+1 with the
message from ui+2 to ui+1, due to the broadcast nature in wireless. We
call it Diff-2 interference.

(4) Two links with more than 2-level difference, e.g., ui−1ui−2 and ui+2ui+1

There is no interference between them.

In this analysis, we implicitly adopt ideal network model by assuming the
transmission disk is round and each node’s maximum transmission range is
same. We could mitigate the Diff-1 and Diff-2 interference through 3-coloring
on links in sensor trees. A level-` link is assigned with channel-Ci, where i = `
mod 3. Channel assignment can be added to Algorithm 1 during tree for-
mation phase, since it is only related to its level in the tree. Figure 5(b)
shows an example channel assignment on the sensor tree topology in Figure
4. We can mitigate Diff-0-ACK interference by deleting long links through
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Figure 5. Mitigate possible interferences in sensor trees. (a) Possible interferences (b) Channel
assignment (c) RNG topology control

RNG [18] topology control algorithms. The relative neighborhood graph, de-
noted by RNG(V ), is shown in Figure 5(c). The Diff-0-ACK interference is
mitigated in RNG since there are no other nodes inside the lune of each link.
A distributed implementation without using geometric distance has been given
in [19], so we can apply the Algorithm 1 on RNG topology to form the sensor
tree structure.

5 Simulation

We conducted simulations to evaluate the performance of our implementa-
tion. The data gathering scenario of wireless sensor networks is constructed
using QualNet 3.9 simulation tools [13],where a group of wireless nodes are
randomly deployed to a 1000m × 1000m square area. One node is randomly
designated as the sink, and all the other nodes periodically generate data and
send to the sink. We evaluate the performance of our algorithm STREE by
comparing it with slotted ALOHA MAC protocol and IEEE 802.11 MAC pro-
tocol (e.g., CSMA/CA). All of them are simulated based on the network with
standard IEEE 802.11b radios: the transmission data rate is 2Mbps, and the
maximum transmission power of every node is 15.0dBm and receiving sensi-
tivity is −89.0dBm. We simulate periodical traffic from all sensors to the sink
using CBR (Constant Bit Rate) scenario, with packet size 128 bytes each.
According to the packet size, the slot duration is set to be 2 ms in our al-
gorithm STREE and slotted ALOHA. We compare performance criteria on
packet delivery ratio, packet delay, and energy consumption. Here, packet de-
livery ratio is the ratio between number of received packets over number of
generated packets in certain time interval, and packet delay is the time cost
for one round of successful information gathering. When we measure packet
delay, we wait until all one-round packets reach the sink. In other words, it is
basically the maximum packet delay of all packets in one round.

We first fix the reporting interval at 1 second and vary the network size
from 10 to 55. For each specific network size, we generate 50 random network
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Figure 6. (a) Packet delay (b) Energy consumption while varying network size [10, 55]; (c) Packet

delivery ratio when setting network size 40 and varying reporting interval [0.15, 1.5] seconds.

topologies to get an average result. The performance comparisons are shown
in Figure 6(a)(b). As the network size grows linearly, packet delay and en-
ergy consumption in CSMA/CA and ALOHA grow exponentially, while they
increase linearly in our STREE implementation. This matches with our theo-
retical analysis in Theorem 3.4: the time cost of optimum scheduling is linearly
related to the network size in general. In CSMA/CA and ALOHA, the large
delay is mainly caused by the random resource competition, since every node
is sending data to the sink.

We then fix the network size at 40 nodes and vary the reporting interval
from 0.15 to 1.5 seconds. For each configured reporting interval, we also gen-
erate 50 random samples of network topology to get an average result. The
performance comparison is shown in Figure 6(c). In the figure, we show the
trend of packet delivery ratio as the reporting interval increases (or reporting
frequency decreases). It matches with the simulation result in ESRT [15]: when
reporting interval decreases beyond a certain threshold, the reliability drops
sharply. In our STREE implementation, the packet delivery ratio reaches 100
percent after the reporting interval increases to the range between 0.1 and 0.2
seconds. Slotted ALOHA has largest delay due to the large number of resource
competitions without carrier sensing.
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6 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we study the application scenario with periodical traffic from all
sensors to a sink. We present the first time-optimum packet scheduling algo-
rithm for data gathering in wireless sensor networks. We also give a distributed
implementation to let each node calculate its duty-cycle locally. In real appli-
cations, some sensor nodes may die and new sensor nodes may join in. Hence,
the topology will change, and some sensor nodes may adjust reporting rate
based on certain needs. Practical control mechanism should be implemented
to change duty cycles of subset nodes. Fortunately, our scheduling algorithm
works locally and each node calculates its own duty cycle only according to
limited Subtree information. Due to the space limit, we leave the discussion
of how to dynamically adjust each node’s duty-cycle with minimum control
overhead as a future work.
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